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Abstract

We consider a task based on CVPR 2018
challenge dataset on advertisement (Ad) un-
derstanding. The task involves detecting the
viewer’s interpretation of an Ad image cap-
tured as text. Recent results have shown that
the embedded scene-text in the image holds a
vital cue for this task. Motivated by this, we
fine-tune the base BERT model for a sentence-
pair classification task. Despite utilizing the
scene-text as the only source of visual informa-
tion, we could achieve a hit-or-miss accuracy
of 84.95% on the challenge test data. To en-
able BERT to process other visual information,
we append image captions to the scene-text.
This achieves an accuracy of 89.69%, which
is an improvement of 4.7%. This is the best
reported result for this task.

1 Introduction

The advertisement understanding challenge dataset
of CVPR 2018 collected textual inputs from a set
of viewers to capture their interpretations of Ad im-
ages (Hussain et al., 2017). The task is to rank the
given valid and negatively sampled invalid interpre-
tations of an image. Initial approaches to the prob-
lem tried capturing the visual semantics with a com-
bination of object proposal features and relation-
ships of objects with common symbolism (Doshi
and Hinthorn, 2018; Ye and Kovashka, 2018; Ahuja
et al., 2018). Recently, Dey et al. (2019a,b) have
obtained a significant improvement in performance
by utilizing the text embedded in the image (termed
as the scene-text) as another channel of informa-
tion. These approaches do not evaluate the validity
of an interpretation by using attention to associate
the words and phrases of the interpretation to frag-
ments of textual and visual cues in the image. For
example, in the Ad of the car company in Figure
1, the words and phrases from a viewer’s input ‘I
should buy this car because it would add some

Figure 1: Ads Dataset: Textual and Visual Cues

excitement to my life’ can be associated with the
object ‘car’ in the image and the phrase ‘add spark
to life’ in the scene-text. To capture these map-
pings, we need a model that can simultaneously
pay attention to the image and the interpretations
at various levels of granularity.

The recently proposed BERT pre-trained lan-
guage model (Devlin et al., 2019) has provided
excellent performance on several NLP tasks. The
underlying attention-based transformer architec-
ture (Vaswani et al., 2017) allows BERT to capture
contextual representations. We leverage the pre-
trained base BERT model to capture a contextual
representation of the viewer’s interpretation with
respect to the visual and textual cues in the image.

One of the challenges we face is to provide
information on visual cues to the BERT model.
We overcome this challenge by extracting dense-
cap captions(densecaps) (Johnson et al., 2016) to
provide textual information about the image ob-
jects, their properties, and interactions. This is
motivated by the approaches of Visual Question
Answering (VQA) (Li et al., 2019; Hudson and
Manning, 2019), question generation (Zhang et al.,
2017), which talk about leveraging more abstract
text or concept-level information instead of pixel-
level information of an image.

We fine-tune BERT for the sentence-pair classifi-
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cation task, where the scene-text and the densecaps
form the first sentence, and the viewer’s interpreta-
tion forms the second sentence. With this approach,
we achieve an accuracy of 89.69% and recall@3 of
2.411, which is by far the best reported result for
this task.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Dataset

The challenge dataset (Hussain et al., 2017) has
64,028 images. Every image has 3 to 5 interpre-
tations in terms of Action-Reason Pairs (ARPs),
which are the answers provided by a set of crowd-
workers to the questions, viz. ‘What should I do
according to this ad?’ and ‘Why should I do it?’
respectively. These form the valid set of ARPs. For
every image, 10 to 12 ARPs are randomly nega-
tively sampled, forming the invalid set of ARPs.

The challenge has provided 51223 images for
training and 12805 images for testing. The dataset
providers have taken care to ensure that there is
no information leakage between these partitions
by constraining the negative sampling to be from
within each partition. The challenge contributors
such as VSE++, ADVISE, and Cyberagent, have
reported results on the test set (ref. Table 1).

Other prior works (Ye and Kovashka, 2018;
Ahuja et al., 2018; Dey et al., 2019a,b) may have
random partitions of the training images to obtain a
validation (VAL) set, and report the results on some
split of such a VAL set. A random (80-20) train-val
split of the training images causes approximately
98% of the val split ARPs to overlap with the train
ARPs. Unless they have taken care to partition
the images first, and conduct negative sampling
from only within each partition, this can lead to a
possible information leakage. However, such sam-
pling amounts to changing the training data split
provided by the challenge, making it hard for the
community to replicate the results. To provide a
comprehensive comparison, we provide results on
both the test set and the VAL split by considering a
5-fold split of the provided training images.

The challenge dataset also provides the annota-
tions for advertisement strategies, sentiments, top-
ics, symbolism, etc. In this work, we do not uti-
lize these annotations. However, one can derive
a potential benefit by including these annotations
as additional channels of visual information. For
example, previous works have included the ‘sym-
bol’ annotations provided, as an additional stream.

These annotations are image regions depicting sym-
bol objects. A symbol object signifies an abstract
concept. For instance, blood represents danger;
muscle represents strength, etc.

2.2 Ranking Metrics

The task is to rank the validity of the ARPs con-
cerning an image. We have considered various
metrics to measure the quality of the ranking: Ac-
curacy: Percentage of images having any one of
the valid ARPs with rank one. Rank: Rank of
the highest-ranked valid ARP, averaged over all
images. Rank Average: Average of ranks of all
valid ARPs of an image, further averaged over all
images. Recall@3: Number of valid ARPs ranked
in the top-3, averaged over all images.

3 Related Work

Hussain et al. (2017) introduced the CVPR chal-
lenge Ads dataset and established the baseline by
modeling the task as VQA. In their proposed ap-
proach, a two-layer LSTM encodes the questions,
and the last hidden layer output of VGGNet en-
codes the image. They convert the ARPs to a
one-word answer by considering the word with
the highest TF-IDF score, and the model predicts
the word using a softmax layer. Symvise (Doshi
and Hinthorn, 2018) uses an extension of the top-
down, bottom-up attention approach (Anderson
et al., 2018) by adding a symbol stream using the
‘symbol’ annotations provided by the dataset.

ADVISE (Ye and Kovashka, 2018) is the first
paper that claims to take ‘knowledge’ into account
for the given task and adapts (Hussain et al., 2017)
for the ranking task. They use two branches, viz. (i)
The main branch, which uses attention mechanism
to represent an image as a weighted combination of
object regions, (ii) The knowledge branch, which
provides ‘symbol’ distribution for the image by
making use of densecaps (Johnson et al., 2016) to
map image to the ‘symbol’ labels. The embeddings
received from both the branches are added to get
the image embedding. They use triplet loss to learn
an embedding space that keeps images closer to the
valid ARPs.

Ahuja et al. (2018) proposes a weakly super-
vised learning algorithm that uses a multi-hop co-
attention mechanism to iteratively refine the atten-
tion map that associates image proposals with sym-
bol labels, thereby aggregating information from
both modalities. They use max-margin loss to get
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Figure 2: BERT Sentence-Pair Classification

the image-symbol embedding closer to the valid
ARPs. Dey et al. (2019a) is the first approach
that has considered scene-text as one of the inputs,
along with the visual features. Their algorithm and
training is similar to Ye and Kovashka (2018).

We draw the following learnings from the liter-
ature: (i) scene-text carries a strong signal (Dey
et al., 2019b), (ii) densecaps can be used to embed
external knowledge (Ye and Kovashka, 2018), (iii)
capturing associations between modalities using
co-attention mechanism is effective for the given
task (Ahuja et al., 2018). Thus, in this paper, we
leverage the pre-trained language model BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019), which allows to learn contextual
representations that capture associations between
words and phrases of an ARP, and image inputs,
using self-attention mechanism.

4 Proposed Approach

To abstract concepts from the pixel stream, we
extract densecaps 1 (Johnson et al., 2016) of the im-
age. We use Google Vision API2 to extract scene-
text from the image. We append the densecaps to
the extracted scene-text to form a composite tex-
tual signal. This text is paired with an ARP to form
sentence pairs, that are served as inputs to BERT,
as shown in Figure 2.

The average token length of sentence-pairs is
1We used the April, 2019 version of the code from

https://github.com/jcjohnson/densecap
2https://cloud.google.com/vision/docs/ocr

147. For the samples for which the sentence-pair
token length goes beyond the maximum allowed
length (512 tokens) of the base BERT model, we
truncate the length of the composite textual signal
of the image. To avoid a significant information
loss due to the truncation, we arrange the densecaps
in decreasing order of their confidence score.

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) has been pre-trained
to use the [CLS] pin output for sentence-pair clas-
sification. Hence, we use the [CLS] pin output and
fine-tune (BERT FT ST+C) (ref. Table 1) for the
binary classification task to determine the validity
of a candidate ARP with reference to the textual
and visual cues of the image. We collect and rank
the softmax outputs of all the ARPs concerning an
image, to obtain their relative validity.

4.1 Ablation Studies

We fine-tune BERT with only scene-text - ARP
pairs as input (BERT FT ST) and only densecaps
- ARP pairs as input (BERT FT C) to understand
the contribution of the different inputs. To under-
stand the role of BERT’s pretraining, we use BERT
purely as a feature extractor (BERT FE ST+C) by
training only a dense classifier layer over the [CLS]
pin output. For training all of the above models,
we use the batch size of 6, a learning rate of 2e-5,
and 3 epochs.

Most of the prior work has considered an infor-
mation retrieval setting in which the learned em-
bedding of an image is matched with the learned
embedding of an ARP. To compare specifically
with such a setting, we have performed a sentence-
pair matching task by using BERT in a siamese
setting (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). We extract
sentence representations by mean-pooling the word
vectors and use mean-squared-error loss over co-
sine similarity of the sentence vectors. We fine-tune
siamese BERT (SBERT FT ST+C) as well as use it
as a feature extractor (SBERT FE ST+C). We use
a batch size of 16, a learning rate of 2e-5, and 4
epochs for its training.

There have been recent proposals for
transformer-based cross-modal encoders such as
LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019) and ViLBERT
(Lu et al., 2019), showing promising performance
on VQA. To evaluate the efficacy of these models
on the Ads dataset, we fine-tune them for a
binary classification task that determines the
validity of an ARP with reference to the object
proposals obtained from an Ad image. We retain
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Method Image TEST Data VAL Data**
Input Accu Rank Rank Recall Accu Rank Rank Recall

-racy Avg @3 -racy Avg @3
VSE++ O 62%† - - - 66.6%‡ - 3.858‡ -
Symvise* O 57.11% 1.998 4.227 1.601 59.73% 1.931 4.049 1.683
LXMERT O 50.00% 2.262 5.000 1.410 53.22% 2.159 4.860 1.470
VilBERT O 61.76% 1.860 4.19 1.710 64.13% 1.760 4.028 1.790
ADVISE O + K 69%† - - - 72.84%‡ - 3.552‡ -
cyberagent † ST + O 82% - - - - - -
VS (v1) ST + O - - - - 88.70% - - -
VS (v1)* ST + O 86.84% 1.264 3.072 2.259 89.28% 1.213 2.889 2.356
VS (v3) ST + O - - - - 90.90% - 3.090 -
SBERT FE ST + C 37.31 % 2.870 6.515 1.024 37.59 % 2.847 6.472 1.025
BERT FE ST + C 81.94% 1.496 3.854 2.078 84.10% 1.423 3.744 2.141
SBERT FT ST + C 84.54% 1.334 3.123 2.310 87.87% 1.269 2.993 2.413
BERT FT C 60.09 % 2.175 4.489 1.667 62.81% 2.012 4.284 1.743
BERT FT ST 84.95% 1.884 3.622 2.271 87.53% 1.774 3.502 2.353
BERT FT ST + C 89.69% 1.230 2.982 2.411 91.56% 1.189 2.830 2.487

Table 1: Results on CVPR 2018 Challenge Data (FE: Feature Extractor, FT: Fine-Tuned, ST: Scene-Text, C: Dense-
cap Captions, O: Object-Proposals, K: Knowledge) Symvise (Doshi and Hinthorn, 2018), VS(v1):Visual Semantics
version 1 (Dey et al., 2019a), VS(v3): Visual Semantics version 3 (Dey et al., 2019b), LXMERT (Tan and Bansal,
2019), VilBERT (Lu et al., 2019), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), SBERT: Siamese BERT (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019), * Our implementation , ** Results on their respective VAL splits, our results are on 5-fold train-val split,
† Results from challenge leaderboard (https://evalai.cloudcv.org/web/challenges/challenge-page/86/evaluation), ‡
Results from ADVISE github page (https://github.com/yekeren/ADVISE-Image ads understanding) - April 2020.

the hyper-parameters provided in LXMERT and
ViLBERT, except for a reduced learning rate of
4e-7.

5 Results and Analysis

In this section, we compare the performance of the
models as presented in Table 1, draw empirical ob-
servations, and attempt to provide a rationale for
the performances observed. We also provide quali-
tative insights for some failure cases by manually
inspecting the data.

We first make a broad observation that the per-
formance of all the techniques on the test data is
inferior as compared to the VAL data. Information
leakage can be one of the reasons for observing
better performance on the VAL data. Hence, we
limit most of the discussion to the test set, but one
can observe that the comparative performance of
the models is similar on the VAL set. VS(v3) has
been published simultaneously to our work; hence
we were unable to create results for the test data for
this model. Nevertheless, we observe that (BERT
FT ST+C) could give better performance on VAL
Data**.

5.1 Performance Analysis

Our proposed (BERT FT ST+C) model achieves
the best performance on all the metrics amongst
the considered models. We observe that just us-
ing scene-text (BERT FT ST) gives an accuracy
of 84.95%, which is within 1.89% of VS(v1)*.
Furthermore, the performance of BERT with just
densecaps as input (BERT FT C) is competitive
with other models that use just the visual cues as
input. We compare (BERT FT C) and (BERT FT
ST), and observe that the contribution of scene-text
in the accuracy is higher, compared to densecaps.
This validates the primary observation of Dey et al.
(2019a).

In Table 2, we compare the BERT models with
different inputs in terms of the number of misses
of one model that are converted to hits by another.
This represents the potential advantage that a model
can get by adding or removing an information chan-
nel. We observe that for the misses of the (BERT
FT ST+C), (BERT FT ST) was able to make correct
inference for 2.31% of the images, whereas (BERT
FT C) could infer correctly for 4.02%. This leads
us to the conclude that, for some images, scene-text
and densecaps do not combine well, blocking cor-
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ST+C ST C
ST+C 0 7.76% 34.33%

ST 2.31% 0 33.36%
C 4.02% 8.50% 0

Table 2: Cell-(i, j): % of test set images that were
misses by model j, converted to hits by model i

rect inference. This is further validated, when we
observe that for the misses of the (BERT FT ST)
model, (BERT FT ST+C) was able to make correct
inference for 7.76% of the images which is 51.58%
of the misses of (BERT FT ST), whereas (BERT FT
C) could infer correctly for 8.50% which is 56.51%
of the misses. The performance of (BERT FT C)
is inferior to VilBERT, and ADVISE that directly
operate on object proposals, implying a loss of in-
formation. Comparing VilBERT and (BERT FT
C), we observe that VilBERT could give ∼ 18.5%
unique hits. However, after the addition of scene-
text (BERT FT ST+C), the unique hits of VilBERT
have dropped to ∼ 4.8%. This shows that adding
an object proposal stream to (BERT FT ST+C)
could contribute only a low additional advantage.
We make a similar comparison of VS(v1)* with
(BERT FT ST+C) and observed that only 5% of
the images get converted to hits by VS(v1)*. Note
that this number is in the same range as 4.02%
obtained for (BERT FT C).

We observe that, BERT without any fine-tuning
(BERT FE ST+C) has achieved an accuracy of
81.94% by itself. Fine-tuning BERT (BERT FT
ST+C) results in an improvement of only 7.75%.
This shows that BERT’s pre-training has played a
significant role in achieving this accuracy. How-
ever, the performance of matching BERT features
(SBERT FE ST+C), which does not use attention
between the ARP and the composite textual signal
of the image, achieves only 37.31% in comparison
to (BERT FE ST+C). This substantiates our argu-
ment that using attention to associate words and
phrases in the ARPs to textual and visual cues in
the image helps the task. Nevertheless, after fine-
tuning, (SBERT FT ST+C) achieves an accuracy of
84.54%, which, though inferior to 89.69% (BERT
FT ST+C), is within 2.3% of VS(v1)*.

5.2 Does BERT have to do any work ?

We wanted to evaluate the indirect inference BERT
has to conduct. Towards this, we analyze the syn-
tax matches of densecaps and scene-text with the

ARPs concerning an image on the test data. Two
sentences are said to have a syntax match if there
is atleast one word common between them. We
remove non-alphanumeric characters and addition-
ally perform stemming on ARPs and densecaps.
We perform POS tagging on densecaps and ARPs
and consider only Nouns, Pronouns, Adjectives,
and Adverbs POS Tags for syntax match analysis.
We observe that 14.12%, 56.73%, and 62.46% of
samples show syntax matches between valid ARPs
and inputs of (BERT FT C), (BERT FT ST) and
(BERT FT ST+C), respectively. Meanwhile, the
corresponding numbers for the invalid ARPs are
6.32%, 10.58%, and 15.93%. This establishes that
syntax matches are a major discriminating factor.
However, a comparison with Table 1 shows that
the performance of these models cannot be entirely
attributed to syntax matches.

5.3 Failure of Neural Extractors

We manually inspect 900 randomly sampled im-
ages from the test dataset and made the following
qualitative observations on the errors/limitations of
the scene-text extractor and densecaps. We observe
that for 82.6% of the images, at least some scene-
text was not detected. We also notice that spelling
errors were substantial. The causes for these could
be the usage of a non-standard font, poor resolu-
tion, curvy or rotated text, non-English language,
or overlapping with an object. We observe sev-
eral spurious and false-positive dense captions. In
future, the captions could be more helpful if they
capture (i) additional object classes, e.g., cigarettes,
ice-cream, etc., (ii) semantic attributes such as age
or emotions, (ii) object parts or fine-granular classi-
fication, e.g., ketchup bottle or perfume, (iii) object
interactions, (iv) scene or situation depicted in the
image such as office, fight, romance, etc.

6 Conclusion and Future work

The scene-text holds vital information and can be
used to achieve good accuracy on this task. Syntax
matches play a vital role in achieving the accuracy,
but are not entirely the reason behind it. Although
the conversion of visual cues to captions cause a
loss of information, the addition of scene-text miti-
gates most of the loss. Using attention to associate
the ARPs with the textual and visual cues is help-
ing the task. Better emotion, scene, scene-text,
object detection and captions might lead to further
improvement of performance.
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